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Despite the fabrications of death and the superstitions surrounding it, Huck does not confront death until he
and Jim discover the body inside the house. Charles Hotel". Many copies, instead of a Boston agent, list a
New Orleans agent, and other variants probably exist. Fine copies are rare. It Huck and Tom are in some sense
twins, what are we to make of the Huck-Jim relation? This last sentence was included in the original
manuscript of this article as a joke on Robin, and as a sort of test to see how closely he was reading this piece;
Kathryn exercised her editorial authority to retain it in the published version, and so it is retained here. His
tendency is to take control, romanticize, and exaggerate all situations. BAL notes only blue and green copies,
but terra cotta and deep emerald green copies also exist. There are numerous typos in the text but since none
were corrected during the printings of the first edition, they are not of any use in determining the states of the
sheets. Copies of any state in one of the normal leather bindings in very good condition bring a premium, and
any copies in one of the unrecorded bindings, whether cloth or leather, would bring much more, regardless of
the state of the sheets. In contrast, anyone familiar with incunables would not place such a book next to a
Stephen King novel and describe either one as "fine" without some discrimination. If one thinks Huckleberry
Finn racist because one identifies with Huck and his racist feelings among others or with Tom, who seems to
use Jim for his own romantic dreams -- and both 54 See Forrest Robinson, In Bad Faith. Petersburg as heroes.
It is an appealing story at many levels. It was common practice for publishers of the day to issue a book in
several colors of cloth for two reasons. Phelps; Aunt Sally hides Huck and has him pop out. This was a true
boy's book, and surviving copies are proof of how rough on books little boys can be. That figure does not
include his manuscripts, most of which survive, or autograph cards that he signed on request. Huck is also
prone, however, to forget his early stories, and therefore he is forced to invent new tales in order to continue
his deception. BAL nicely describes the first of two states of the sheets: page illustration of Twain's head in
flames, later removed because it disturbed his wife , and page the caption "The St.


